
Case for Blockchains in Legal

Is your data safe?
Given the recent and ever increasing list of data hacks, are you confident that your data is safe? Are 
you sure that a third party is not reading your email, scanning your attachments, hacking into your 
network through your printer, tracking your activity, mining your connections, holding your data 
ransom, or using you as a ’profile’ to make millions in ad-revenue. 

Companies everywhere are struggling with data security. Legal Firms like everyone else think "we 
should move to the cloud - its cheaper, easier", but find huge issues with Data Privacy, Security, and 
Business Continuity. The devil’s in the details, and when companies dive into the details, they find 
Cloud inadequate and high-risk.

A Dropbox hack resulted in loss of data integrity for 68 million users. Would you share the details of your next 
M&A activity through Dropbox? 

Consider your data security needs. You have extremely confidential files, which you frequently need to 
transfer between legal firms, and between legal service providers. These files are very large - several 
gigabytes each in size. You require that only authorized specified users be able to access the data. 
You require that an unchangeable access record be maintained and version management protocol be 
followed. Today, these transactions may use encrypted hard drives, hand-carry of printed paper, and 
use manual failure prone processes. 

The Blockchain Security Solution
Our solution can satisfy all these requirements. TwoScoreTwo helps Legal Firms set up private un-
discoverable and highly secure networks. Using our products, participating firms can: 
1. Securely store data on the network
2. Securely transfer data between firms with military-level encryption, full auditability, unchangeable 

trails, and permissioned access. 
3. Control file versions
4. Make payments and money transfers using bank backed virtual currency
5. Deploy custom decentralized apps that remove intermediaries 

TwoScoreTwo Inc. is a Blockchain Technology Company. TwoScoreTwo is not a Cloud solution or 
an intermediary - we have no access to your data - we cannot monetize data, users, or network 
activity. Collectively, the technologies we work with are called Blockchain. We build out the full-stack 
from the core technology to the front end decentralized apps. 

We would welcome the chance to demonstrate our solution and understand if there’s synergy to 
move forward.
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